
Why Van Vault 

Vehicle Owners Beware 

There's a rising tide of theft...   

One fifth of all vehicle crimes in the UK are commercial vehicle related. Tradesmen are the most 

frequently targeted - a phenomenon that's explained by Inspector Steve Worron of Essex Police: 

"There is a much stronger chance of tradesmen's commercial vehicles being broken into as they 

usually contain the high value equipment such as power tools that thieves target." 

"Despite a determined attempted break-in by a would-be thief, thanks to Van Vault I've still got my 

power tools - over £1000 worth!!" 

Van Vault is universally recognised as the most effective means of protecting tradesmen's tools, 

being designed to deter the most determined thief. 

Van Vault can be relied upon if attacked, having more anti-theft features than any other security 

container, including: 

Anti-drill locks  High tensile steel body 'No pull' hinges Low visibility lid Reinforced fitting points 

As thieves find increasingly more sophisticated ways to break into and steal from commercial 

vehicles you can be rest-assured that Van Vault is at the forefront of the market with the latest anti-

theft features that are both effective and affordable. 

Considerable on-going investment in new product development and a genuine commitment to help 

beat theft is Van Vault's mission. A constant commitment to developing ever-stronger security 

containers and accessories ensures that Van Vault is always one step ahead of the criminal.Often 

copied, but never equalled, second-rate imitations just don't come close. Be certain that when you 

ask for a Van Vault you actually get one. 

Van Vault is firmly established as the UK's No.1 mobile security brand - the leading name in its class. 

As the original and the best no other security container looks like it, or protects tools like it. 

Available in 5 sizes including the new 'Auto' security box for storing valuables in smaller vehicles and 

the 'Mobi' which comes with an optional docking station, there's a Van Vault to suit every size of 

commercial vehicle and on-site application. 

 

There's also a wide range of effective security accessories including the highly acclaimed Door Guard 

that provide an extra layer of protection for commercial vehicle doors.It's time to get protected. 

When you're not keeping an eye on your tools and equipment you can be sure that someone else is. 

 


